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Can the Easter break induce a long-term break of exercise routines? An analysis of Danish gym data using a regression discontinuity design

Eskild Klausen Fredslund,1,2 Anja Leppin3

ABSTRACT

Objectives Many sedentary individuals are aware of the health benefits of regular physical activity and start becoming more physically active. Yet, despite good intentions, many struggle to keep up initial exercise levels and experience a decline in exercise frequency. A possible explanation is that it is hard to establish habits or routines, and that such routines—once established—might be easy to break. In this paper, we analyse whether a break in habitual/routine behaviour—induced by the Easter holidays—results in individuals exercising less after the break.

Methods The study included a sample of 1210 members of a Danish chain of fitness centres who were gym members at least since the preceding New Year’s Day. Participants granted access to gym attendance data, which were automatically recorded when entering the gym. We use a regression discontinuity design encompassing a time period of 10 weeks prior to and 10 weeks after Easter.

Results We found a significant and relevant discretionary drop in exercise frequency right after the Easter holidays of 0.24 times per week (p=0.001) corresponding to a fall of 12.25% compared with the week prior to the Easter holidays. The effect was especially profound for individuals below retirement age and for individuals who had attended the gym with a higher frequency (twice a week or more) in the 6 weeks prior to the Easter break.

Discussion This information is potentially relevant for helping individuals maintain an exercise habit. Motivational support should focus on the time period after normative breaks, such as Easter or other holidays.

INTRODUCTION

The evidence for beneficial effects of regular physical activity on different aspects of health is substantial.1–5 Yet, in many countries, sizeable proportions of the population remain sedentary or stay below the level of physical activity considered necessary for achieving those health gains.6 7 The problem seems less that people are not aware of the benefits but good intentions are not kept up for a long term or even medium term. January, in particular, seems to feature full gyms, but regular attendance rates tend to dwindle as time passes, and over the course of the year many of those, who started out believing they really wanted to make a change, feel unable to stay the course.8

Research on motivational processes involved in physical activity has long been dominated by cognitive-intentional models of health behaviour, such as theory of planned behaviour or protection motivation theory,9 10 which focus on consciously regulated and controlled cognitive processes.11 More recently, however, dual process models have met with increasing attention. While these approaches have been using different labels for the processes involved, such as ‘reflective-impulsive’, ‘heuristic-systematic’ or ‘system 1’ versus ‘system 2’,12–14 they all posit that behaviours result from two distinct parallel mechanisms. While one of these processes is conscious-rational, intention-goal-directed and therefore often rather slow, the other is non-conscious, automatic-reflexive, effortless and rapid.

An important mechanism within the automatic-reflexive system is the formation of habits. These are behavioural patterns acquired by associative learning processes where certain consistently occurring contextual stimuli come to be cognitively associated with specific behavioural responses.15 Over time, people develop ‘response dispositions’ towards reacting in the same way when they find themselves in the same contextual...
conditions. Thus, an automatism is developed where encountering a certain context alone is sufficient to cue the response, independent of any explicit incentive structure, which might initially have motivated and triggered the behaviour. Empirical support for this notion comes from a meta-analysis of 22 studies conducted by Gardner et al who found a significant association of habit strength with physical activity (r=0.43).15

Behavioural cues may evolve from many different sources, among them not only the physical environment but also certain time points, such as specific days, or particular persons associated with the behaviour. Cues that can induce physical activity could, for instance, be familiar exercise equipment or people one is used to exercise with and also regularly recurring time points, which may generate ‘temporal practice structures’. Thus, individuals may build physical activity into their daily routines by exercising when going to or from work, before breakfast on Saturday or Sunday mornings or at any other point in time which returns at regular intervals. In a study of regular exercisers, nearly 90% reported having a particular location or a specific time, which cued or prompted them into exercise.

Habit formation has also gained attention in the field of behavioural economics. Becker and Murphy, for instance, introduced a ‘theory of rational addiction’ which does not focus on underlying mechanism of habit acquisition. According to Becker and Murphy, past consumption of certain goods or performance of certain activities simply increases future utility of these goods or activities (‘adjacent complementarity’) whereby a habit is created.

Charness and Gneezy conducted a randomised controlled trial (RCT) with students who all had received a gym membership as part of their enrolment fees. Those who were additionally monetarily incentivised for attending the gym at least two times a week over a 4-week period not only attended more frequently than non-incentivised students during the intervention period but also for a 7-week period after removal of the incentives. This is consistent with the assumption that conscious, goal-oriented behaviour may become routinised and habitual over time.

However, questions remain. Once established, how easily can habits or behavioural routines be broken when environmental, time-related or social cues either fail to appear or cannot be acted on because a person’s physical or social context changes? Such changes are common in most people’s lives, and one of the most frequent and normative interruptions of daily routines is public or private holidays. While welcome to most people, could a downside be that such holidays disrupt people’s cues for exercise? In a replication of the study by Charness and Gneezy, Acland and Levy likewise found higher gym attendance rates for incentivised students, and these rates were upheld over a period of time after incentives had been removed indicating that habits may have formed. However, over a longer time period, which included the winter term break, the initial treatment effect disappeared. This suggests that habits or routines established over a shorter term may be broken by external interruptions, such as holiday breaks. To our knowledge, however, no studies have yet investigated whether such behavioural effects by ‘external disruptors’ would also occur for larger-scale population-based samples who have not been specifically incentivised for physical activity by monetary rewards but are following their natural motivational trajectories.

This is why we used the present study to investigate whether a short, temporary disruptor imposed by the Easter holidays can lead to a substantial drop in gym attendance in a population of citizens of Denmark who had been gym members for at least 3 months. Since neither being a continuous gym member nor even regular gym attendance can guarantee the existence of a habit, the focus of the present study was on behavioural routines rather than on habits in the narrower sense of the term. However, we aimed at getting deeper insight by further comparing potential effects of the break between members with higher as compared with lower regular gym attendance rates in the weeks prior to Easter, that is people with potentially stronger as compared with weaker behavioural routines. Furthermore, we compared effects for gym members above and below average retirement age, as these two groups can be expected to be differently affected in their daily routines by a public holiday.

Research questions were as follows:

- Is there a discontinuous drop in gym attendance after the Easter break compared with a 10-week period before the break?
- Is a discontinuous drop more prevalent or more pronounced in gym members with higher as compared with lower levels of prior gym attendance and in people below and above retirement age?

**METHODS**

**Data collection**

Data were collected in collaboration with Fitness.dk, which has about 125 000 members in 47 centres across Denmark.

**Table 1** Sample characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>62.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>37.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (M/SD)</td>
<td>42.4 (13.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above retirement age (≥65years)</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below retirement age (&lt;65years)</td>
<td>93.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly attendance two times or more prior to Easter break</td>
<td>19.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly attendance below two times prior to Easter break</td>
<td>80.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>1210</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Estimating the effect of an interruption.
Data collection took place in two steps—through an online survey to fitness.dk members, and by subsequent observational data about gym attendance from the centres. Before they filled out the questionnaire, potential participants received information about the study and were informed that by filling out and submitting the questionnaire they gave permission to the use of their self-report and their gym attendance data for the purposes of the study. The questionnaire was distributed to members of fitness.dk who had signed up to the weekly electronic newsletter (approximately 80 000 members received the newsletter), which 7 February 2016 and the 6 March 2016, contained an electronic link to the questionnaire.

A total of 4987 members activated the questionnaire, 1687 (34 %) of who answered all questions, 2132 (43 %) did not answer any questions and 1168 (23 %) answered some questions. The study sample included only those 1687 who provided fully completed questionnaires. Analysis was restricted to members who had signed up before New Year’s Day 2016 and stayed members during the entire period of analysis from 1 January to 15 September 2016. This yielded a sample of 1210 respondents. For the present article, only behavioural data regarding frequency of gym attendance provided by fitness.dk were used. Members check in via a key card each time they work out, which means that daily data on an individual level were available. This was supplemented by demographic data and also delivered by fitness.dk.

To account for other possible changes around the Easter break, which could explain a drop in gym attendance frequency during the critical time span, we accessed historical weather data from The Danish Meteorological Institute and data on the development of the influenza season from Denmark’s Statens Serum Institut.

### Estimating the effect of an interruption

We used a regression discontinuity design in analysing a potential drop in exercise frequency after the Easter holidays with time as the forcing variable. As members were observed each week, standard errors were clustered. Bin size was chosen to be 1 week as respondents in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without week 12</th>
<th>Without weeks 11 and 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RD estimate</td>
<td>-0.0913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value (0.188)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drop in % relative to week 10</td>
<td>4.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>24200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22990</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The N reported is the number of members times the number of weeks included in the analysis.

RD, Regression discontinuity.

---

**Figure 1** Average gym attendance in weeks 2–22 in 2016.

**Figure 2** Average gym attendance in weeks 2–22 in 2016 for the entire sample without week 11 and without weeks 11 and 12.

Regression lines were produced using regression discontinuity analysis.
A pilot study had indicated that they planned their exercise level on a weekly basis.

In the analysis, we focused on a break in habits with the Easter holidays as the external event. The Easter holidays in 2016 were in week 12, from the 21 to 28 March. A regression discontinuity design was used to analyse whether there was a significant drop in exercise the week after the Easter holidays. We made no assumptions about whether individuals exercised more or less during the holiday but focused on a possible effect in the following weeks. As we suspected an anticipation effect in the week prior to the Easter break due to members extending the Easter break by a longer holiday, we excluded week 11 in some of the analysis.

With the help of a regression kink design, we further analysed whether the Easter break leads to a change in the rate at which exercise frequency declines.

In further subanalyses, gym members were divided into those above and those below the common retirement age in Denmark (age 65 years) and additionally into individuals who had attended the gym twice a week or more in the 6 weeks prior to the Easter break and those with lower attendance levels. The 6-week period was chosen based on a common behavior-based definition of time periods during which habits are likely to be established.

Data analysis was conducted using Stata 13 and the extension rdrobust.

Prior to initiating the data collection, we were granted approval from the Danish Data Protection Agency (Journal nr. 2014-54-0783) to collect and store the data. Before answering the questionnaire, potential respondents were informed that by answering and submitting the questionnaire, they gave consent for fitness.dk to provide the project with access to their attendance data as well as with demographic information (gender and age). The respondents were also informed that the data would be used for research purposes.

**Patient and public involvement**

Members of fitness.dk were not directly included in planning the research process, setting the research question and deciding about the research design. We introduced and described the purpose of the research project to the respondents of the questionnaire. All participants completed this survey on a voluntary basis. The results of the research will be disseminated to fitness.dk but not to the individual members.

**RESULTS**

**Sample**

The sample consisted of 1210 gym members, 63% of whom were women and 7% older than 65 years, that is above average retirement age in that age cohort (Table 1). Almost 20% had attended the gym twice or more in the 6 weeks prior to the Easter break.

**Estimating the effect of an interruption**

Figure 1 shows the development of gym attendance frequency 10 weeks before and after the Easter holidays. For the Easter week itself, it was shown that 46% exercised less compared with week 10 while 20% exercised more. As we were not interested in measuring the effect of an interruption on a weekly basis, we chose the week after Easter as our intervention period.

**Table 3**

Regression kink estimates of the change in exercise frequency decline before and after the Easter break

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change in slope</th>
<th>RD kink estimate</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−0.061</td>
<td>(0.113)</td>
<td>22,969</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The N reported is the number of members times the number of weeks included in the analysis.

**Figure 3**

Average gym attendance in weeks 2–22 in 2016 for gym members below and above retirement age. Regression lines produced using regression discontinuity analysis.
of the Easter holidays in week 12, we excluded week 12 in the following analysis. As can be seen in figure 2, it seems that there was in fact a discontinuous shift after the Easter holidays. Additionally, it can be seen that when compared with weeks 8, 9 and 10 a substantial drop in gym attendance already occurred in week 11, prior to the Easter holidays.

There was a statistically significant effect of the Easter holidays on exercise activity in the gym after the holiday had ended. This effect, however, was only significant when week 11, that is the week prior to Easter, was excluded (see table 2).

Since Monday in week 13 also was a public holiday, it was checked in a further analysis whether excluding all Mondays affected the results. Findings resembled the results shown in table 2.

We tested whether the slope was steeper after the Easter break than before in a regression kink design present in table 3. Table 3 shows that there was no steeper decline in the frequency of gym attendance after the Easter break compared with before.

Subgroup analyses
The results of the subgroup analyses are shown in figures 3 and 4 and summarised in table 4. First, retired gym members did not exhibit a significant decline in attendance, whereas this was the case for the non-retired. Second, it was only those who had attended the gym on a regular basis, that is, at a minimum of two times a week in the 6 weeks prior to Easter, who were significantly affected by the Easter break, whereas those who had been less regular attenders in the weeks before Easter did not significantly drop in their attendance (see figure 4). We observed a discontinuous drop for regular gym goers but a gradual decline for the ones attending the gym less than twice a week.

As a robustness check for our subgroup analysis, we furthermore performed an analysis on subgroups of individuals who had attended the gym twice a week in 9 weeks prior to Easter or three times a week in 6 weeks prior to Easter. These analyses showed a significant drop in attendance frequency for both these groups (for a presentation of results, see online supplementary appendix A).

As a further robustness check, we analysed whether there were discontinuous changes in weather or the influenza season that could explain a change in behaviour. This was not the case (for a presentation of results, see online supplementary appendix B).

Table 4 Subgroup analysis based on retirement age and regularity of attendance before Easter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>retirement age</th>
<th>attendance twice a week</th>
<th>attendance less than twice a week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>above</td>
<td>-0.180</td>
<td>-0.118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>below</td>
<td>-0.248</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P value</td>
<td>(0.542)</td>
<td>(0.072)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drop in %</td>
<td>8.07%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>1577</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The N reported is the number of members times the number of weeks included in the analysis.
DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have shown that a relatively short temporary break can affect behaviour in a population of Danish gym members in a statistically significant and relevant way. We estimated that gym attendance after the Easter holidays dropped by more than 0.2 times per week corresponding to a 12% drop in activity after the break, and there was no reversal in this downward development in the subsequent weeks but a steady further decline. Thus, the break in gym attendance caused by the Easter holidays disruption does not seem to be compensated for afterwards but seems to function as a starting point for further decline.

When analysing the slope of the decline in exercise frequency before and after the Easter break, we found no significant change due to the Easter break. This, in combination with the analysis of the discontinuous drop in exercise frequency, indicates that the Easter break affected the level of exercise frequency but not the rate at which the frequency dropped.

The present findings are relevant since they contribute to pinpointing specific stumbling blocks people may face in establishing healthy physical activity routines. ‘After-break-periods’ could accordingly be used as starting points for future interventions trying to help people get back on track. Prior studies have shown that holiday seasons, such as Christmas or Thanksgiving, are associated with weight gain due to increased food intake,29–31 and a few studies have also shown a negative effect of these seasons on physical activity in special groups such as overweight children.32 33 Also, it has been demonstrated by an experimental study with students how physical activity habits can be compromised by a break period,25 but no larger-scale study with a less selected population has as yet investigated such effects for exercise activity.

In Denmark, the Easter break involves a 5-day work-free period for most, and quite many take additional holidays to go on a longer vacation. For those who stay home, Easter commonly involves commitments such as family visits and day-trips/activities with kids who are on vacation from school, which may prevent parents going to the gym. Thus, there may be barriers, which lead to a deliberate, temporal change in exercise intentions. Beyond such conscious influences, however, the change in daily routines may affect prior automatisms which before had cued people towards going to the gym.14 Thus, changes in the physical or social environment may have implied an absence of time cues such as going to the gym before/after work, spatial cues such as passing the gym on the way to work, meeting colleagues to work out with, etc. In relation to the habit definition by Becker and Murphy,23 the drop in exercise frequency during the holiday would negatively affect the utility of exercise after the Easter break, leading the members to exercise less in the future.

In any case, our data suggest that such a temporary interruption actually may have longer-term consequences for some. It seems that the break was able to weaken a response tendency to go to the gym to a degree where a previous automatic association was broken and a switch back to the prior context after the end of the break period did not restore prior activity patterns.

Interestingly, subanalyses revealed that this disruption effect was primarily due to study participants who had been attending the gym on a more regular basis for the preceding 6 weeks, that is those who were most likely to actually have established a habit or at least a behavioural routine. It seems therefore that such routines may be quite fragile and can be disrupted comparatively easily. This is in line with the findings reported by Acland and Levy where an apparent formation of gym attendance habits by students was cancelled out by a winter term break.25

It is important to note that the attendance drop in those with established routines or habits does not imply that those without such habits in the weeks prior to Easter were ‘better off’ in terms of gym-based exercise frequency. Instead, this group, which per definition started out from a lower level, seems to have been sliding along a steady downward slope over time. The Easter break, on the other hand, affected precisely the group with the best prognosis in terms of long-term maintenance of exercise activity: those who actually had been able to establish a routine or habit.15 17 18

In further subanalyses, we observed that different from persons below 65 years and therefore highly likely to be in the work force, those 65 years and above, who in that age cohort in Denmark mostly are retired, did not significantly decrease their gym attendance after the Easter break. This is consistent with the assumption that a change of situational context may play a role for a break in habits/routines. Since retired persons are unrestricted by working hours, they are less likely to experience differences in their daily routines due to a general holiday period. Also, pensioners tend to avoid school holidays for going on vacation themselves, so a complete change of scene is less likely to have occurred in this group as compared with those still in the work force and with children bound by school holidays. Consequently, the retired may have had an easier time in carrying over their gym attendance routines to the time period after Easter.

When evaluating the findings, it needs to be noted that the criterion used in the present study for distinguishing those with a routine or habit from those without may be debated. Kaushal and Rhodes actually suggested a minimum criterion of four exercise bouts per week over a 6-week period.19 Since only comparatively few persons among our sample matched this criterion, which probably is also due to the fact that we did not assess all exercise behaviour but just exercise in the gym, we lowered the limit to two attendances per week over a 6-week period. Furthermore, it has been argued that habits should not be assessed based on behavioural frequency alone but as presence of a non-conscious, automatic regulatory process.13 20 34 35

As a robustness check, we ran the analysis with two further and more strict definitions of a routine—analysing...
members who exercised twice a week in 9 weeks and three times a week in 6 weeks. These groups showed similar results as our primary subgroup who exercised twice a week in 6 weeks. However, it can still not be excluded that the ‘drop effect’ may have been smaller if we had included a more direct measure of habit-strength, and we can therefore only draw conclusion about a break of routines rather than habits.

Strongly engrained habits, on the other hand, might have withstood the disruption by the holiday break, be it due to firmer associational ties between environmental cues and behaviour and/or due to rewarding and reinforcing physiological (eg, dopamine-system-mediated) reaction patterns that are built over time and missed when absent. Furthermore, it has been suggested that habitual behaviour may be related to the formation of self-schema. Schemata are cognitive structures in terms of generalised and stable reflections about the self which relate to aspects considered important to the self-concept. Kendzierski and Whitaker, in a study on dieting behaviour in female students, actually found that while both schematic and aschematic students lapsed from their dieting during semester breaks, it was the schematics who were later able to revert to their prior dieting behaviour, whereas the aschematic students did not.

Related to the present findings, it is thus possible that the ‘drop effect’ is mainly due to those without firmly established behavioural patterns and/or establish self-schemata for physical activity. This is an avenue worthwhile investigating by further studies.

Study strengths and limitations
A major strength of the present study is the large sample size and that it encompasses a wider age range than many other studies, which have often focused on students. Furthermore, the study included people with different routine frequency levels of gym attendance activity.

A strength regarding measurement is that due to the use of an ‘objective’ measure of gym attendance, there was no bias due to self-report/social-desirability as well as no selective loss to follow-up.

As for data collection, a limitation of the study is that a self-selection effect is likely to have affected the initial sample, as it probably was mainly the higher educated and possibly also those with a higher motivation for exercise who agreed to participate in the study by filling out the questionnaire. We thus cannot claim to have a representative sample of gym members or the population in general.

A regression discontinuity design was used to analyse whether the Easter break induces a break in habits of members of a fitness centre. While this is a recommended design for evaluating ‘real-life’ processes, which cannot be investigated with the help of an RCT, competing extraneous influences on exercise frequency cannot be excluded. That is, the regression discontinuity design is only identified if no confounders change discontinuously around the Easter break, such as, for instance, a shift in weather (spring and warmer temperatures) or influenza activity. Using weather and influenza data, we have shown, however, that there was no discontinuity in these two factors during the respective time span, which suggests that they were not the driving force behind the observed changes. We cannot exclude, however, that there were other unobserved factors, which could have influenced gym attendance. The main concern in this context is that independent of the weather members could have started exercising outside the gym and thus compensated for any drop in gym attendance. In particular, this could have been the case for those who left their homes for a vacation. If these people kept on engaging in the ‘new’ behaviours, after the break, there might not have been a decrease in exercise frequency but just a shift in type of exercise. However, such an effect is likely to have affected all investigated subgroups in a similar way. Also, since gyms require a considerable financial contribution and most people prefer to get some ‘return on investment’ instead of making a similar effort ‘for free’ as well as due to the fact that gyms offer different kinds of exercise than can be performed outside, it is unlikely that the drop in frequency could be fully explained by such a shift.

CONCLUSION
In our analysis, we have shown that there is a significant and relevant drop in gym attendance following an external interruption induced by the Easter break. Subanalyses indicated that this effect was mainly due to groups with more consistently high attendance in the weeks prior to Easter and in those more likely to experience a context change, that is, those below 65 years as compared with those above retirement age, which is consistent with the assumption that the break actually more permanently disrupted established exercise routines for some.

This information is relevant for both health educators and fitness centres concerned with helping individuals maintain a steady exercise habit. Potential efforts should be focused specifically at the time periods after normative breaks, such as Easter, Christmas or other faith-based holidays but possibly also periods like common summer vacations. If there is no automatism in resuming routines or habits, people may need specific additional motivational input, for instance, in terms of small reminders or incentives, to start attending the gym again and thus building up their habits once more.
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